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STRUCTURAL ENGINEERS

BROWNLEE BEATON KREKE

August 27, 2013
Regina Public School Board
1600 4th Avenue
Regina, SK S4R 8C8
Attention: Ron Christie

RE:

CONNAUGHT SCHOOL REVIEW
REGINA, SASKATCHEWAN
OUR FILE NO. 85310

Dear Sir:
INTRODUCTION

The Regina Public School Board contacted BROWNLEE BEATON KREKE in July of 2013 for the purpose of
conducting a review of the existing structure. The intent of this review is to provide a second opinion of
a previous report that was prepared on the structure.
The Connaught School was constructed in 1910's with a gymnasium addition being completed in the
1960's. The original school is a three storey structure with an approximate 13 700 square foot floor
plate. The gymnasium addition is a single storey structure with the floor plate size unknown at this
time.
STRUCTURAL DESCRIPTION

Original Three Storey Structure.

1.

The foundation consists of a combination of continuous strip footings under exterior walls and
pad footing below interior walls.

2.

The below grade foundation walls consist of 22" thick clay brick that narrows down to 13.5" at
the window recesses.

3.

The lowest level floor is constructed of a cast in place concrete slab on grade.
unknown.

4.

The main floor and the second floors are a cast-in-place concrete structure. The beam and slab
sizes are mentioned on the original drawings but no reinforcing steel is shown. The beams span
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from load bearing exterior brick walls to interior cast in place concrete columns. The concrete
slabs span between concrete beams.
5.

The walls above the main floor consist of 22" thick clay brick that narrows down to 13.5" at the
window recesses.

6.

The roof structure is similar to the main/second floor construction with a 4" slab between
beams. The roof slope above the ceiling slab is created with a wood structure consisting of pony
walls, roof joists and ship lap sheathing.

Gymnasium Addition
1.

The foundation consists of cast in place concrete piles and a cast in place concrete grade beams.

2.

The floor is a cast in place concrete slab supported on grade .

3.

The exterior walls consist of load bearing concrete interior wythe and an exterior brick finish.

4.

The roof is constructed of cast in place concrete.

EXISTING INFORMATION REVIEW

Our office was provided with the following information to assist us in our structural review.
•

•
•

Drawings of the original school. Drawings included a floor plan of the foundation, basement,
ground floor, first floor, and roof. Also included were a front elevation, rear elevation, side
elevations and a cross section.
Facility Audit Report prepared by the School Board dated July 4,2006 .
Connaught School level survey prepared by Brian Wagner Consulting dated April 28, 2009.

Original Drawings
The drawings of the original school construction are limited in the information they provide but do
provide a overall layout of the structure with general sizes for the major structural components.
We have reviewed the footing sizes shown on the drawings and found them adequate.
The ground floor and first floor concrete support beams vary in size with the beams spanning the
corridor being 12" x 18" spanning 18 feet and the classroom beams being either 14" x 26" or 14" x 28"
spanning either 27' or 29' depending on location. The drawings further note that the slab is 5" thick
spanning approximately 13 feet. In all the sizes mentioned, the span to depth ratios are very high with
the modern codes requiring a minimum depth for the slab to be 7.2" and the minimum beam depth to
be 26". It has been our personnel experience that designers of this vintage did not understand the
failure mechanism in concrete construction. Smooth reinforcing bars, under reinforcement, no negative
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reinforcing, and no transverse reinforcing for load sharing all contribute to large deflections in beams
and slabs.
The concrete roof ceiling slab and beams are similar to the lower levels with the slab thickness reduced
to 4". This slab is significantly undersized and has a very low factor of safety.
Without considerable more investigation than this report allows (determine actual reinforcing) we must
assume that the floor structure is under reinforced and has a lower facture of safety than a structure
built today.
The concrete columns are sized to be 12" x 12" with normal reinforcing they are adequate to support
the floor loads.
The brick exterior walls are adequate to support the structural loads that they were designed to resist.
The use of clay brick below grade without a protective membrane is not recommend and leads to
serious deterioration due to sulfate and water attack .
Facility Audit Report
The Facility Audit Report outlines a number of concerns with the structure. The following is a brief
summary of those concerns.

1.

Underpinning the foundation system.

2.

Excavate the foundation walls install water proofing, weeping tile and repair as required.

3.

Reinforce slabs and beams.

4.

Repair columns as required.

5.

Repoint the exterior brick were the cornice was removed.

6.

Repoint the brick in locations were cracking has occurred.

Level Report
The Level Report outlines a number of areas where movement has occurred. The largest amount of
differential movement in the exterior walls is 3.5" with most deflection of the structure in the
classrooms recorded to be 3". The report did address the cause of the deflection suggesting the
differential movement is related to native clay soils swelling with changes in moisture content.
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SSK ENGINEERING REVIEW

Observations
The following observations are based on a visual inspection of the facility only. No destructive testing of
any building components was conducted. The following observations are a brief description of the
concerns with the structure. Our observations do not vary significantly from reviews that have been
completed in the past.
Similar to earlier reviews we observed that the building has differential movement that presents itself as
cracking in the exterior and interior brick work and the floors being no longer level. The differential
movement, in our opinion, is directly related to the highly expansive clay soils native to the Regina which
support the spread footing foundation system. This in combination with changes in moisture content
has caused movement.
The exterior brick foundation walls can only be observed in the Mechanical space with the majority of
the walls being covered with finishes. If the area that we observed is reflective of the entire building, it
suggests that the foundations are in poor condition. Moisture has been migrating through the brick for
many years and depositing natural sulfates on the interior face of the wall. These sulfates have caused
the interior face of the interior wythe of brick to spall up to 2" deep in some locations. There is one area
where the brick has been severely damaged leaving a 2 ft. square hole. The cause for this damage is
unknown at this time.
The floors have settled/deflected throughout the school but it is most noticeable in the classrooms.
These deflections, in our opinion, are due to the floor slabs and supporting beams being under
reinforced showing itself as the observable deflections.
Exterior brick walls are showing signs of cracking due to the differential movement of the foundation
systems. There is also some deterioration of mortar joints. The areas of exposed brick where the
cornice used to be will require repair work and repointing.
The basement floor slab is in the poorest condition of all the floors due to a combination of heaving soils
and moisture infiltration causing the finishes to delaminate and floors to heave.
The front entrance has significant heaving, cracking and general deterioration. The entrance has been
repaired several times and temporary reinforcement has been installed to make the entrance safe.
RECOMMENDATIONS

1

Excavate around the entire perimeter of the school and install a waterproof membrane to the
existing foundation wall, install a weeping tile system, and repair the brick work as necessary.

2

Install a site drainage system including a number of catch basins. Slope the grade to the catch
basins to ensure that surface water is removed from the site as quickly as possible.
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3

Completely gut the lowest level so the basement slab can be removed. Replace the floor with a
new cast in place concrete slab complete with a weeping tile drainage system and a free
draining layer of granular material.

4

The main floor, first floor and the roof slab will have to be reinforced. Reinforcement can be a
system of structural steel beams supported on the existing columns and foundation systems.
The beams will have to be cut down the span of the existing slabs limiting future deflections and
significantly increasing the factor of safety. To relevel the floor, we recommend removal of
interior floor finishes and installing a self leveling topping like Gypcrete.

5

The exterior brick walls will require repointing, crack repair and in some severe locations,
removal and reinstallation of the face brick.

We wish to point out that these recommendations will most probably require a complete gutting of all
interior finishes and partitions. We also suggest that the mechanical and electrical distribution system
will have to be removed to facilitate the structural upgrading.

BUDGET
This report does not allow for an indepth costing study, but considering the interior will require a
complete demolition including finishes, interiors partitions, mechanical distribution, electrical
distribution along with the structural upgrades that are required the cost to renovate will be similar to a
that of a new facility.
CONCLUSION

The Connaught School, although functioning at the present time requires a major upgrading and retrofit
of structural systems. We have noted no safety items except at the original front entrance which has
been dealt with. It has been our experience that deterioration of structural systems accelerate toward
the end of their useful life and increase the likelihood of failure.
We recommend that the school have a limited life expectancy of 10 years with a plan for major retrofits
or closure. We further recommend that you continue to monitor critical areas on a yearly or semiannual
basis.
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CLOSURE
I trust that this is satisfactory for your present needs but if you require anything else please do not
hesitate to contact the writer.

Yours truly,
BROWNLEE BEATON KREKE
(Regina) Ltd.
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